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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This document should provide a software requirement specification for all de-
signers and implementors.

1.2 Scope

The Invisible Meeting Scheduler (IMS) is a software application to assist in the
scheduling of meetings among individuals whose schedules are available in an
online calendar. Focus groups conducted by a company’s marketing department
show that users of time management packages would respond favorably to an
IMS that satisfied or helped them satisfy the following objectives:

1. Reduce effort and frustration in scheduling meetings, especially by reduc-
ing telephone- and email-tag.

2. Reduce frequency of unavailable resources needed for meetings (e.g. A/V
equipment).

3. Minimize fragmentation of the working day and unnecessary interruptions.

4. Increase the effective availability of individuals for collaborative activities.

5. Increase awareness among those concerned of meeting information such as
schedule updates and preparation requirements.

6. Maximize room utilization during the work day.

7. Preserved individuals? privacy concerning aspects of their schedules that
they did not want published.
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1.3 Definitions, acronym, and abbreviations

IMS Invisible Meeting Scheduler, the product.

administrator The person, or persons, who service the product.

user The person, or persons, who operate or interact directly with the product.

OLC Online Calendar, an external software product, which is used by the IMS
for querying a user’s schedule.

1.4 References

The following documents are referenced in this document:

• RA Übung 2
http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/Teaching/Courses/RA/IMS-spec.html

1.5 Overview

The second chapter will sketch the main functions of the IMS as well as define
borders to it’s supporting systems. The third chapter is organized by object
and will provide a requirement hierarchy, a repuriement dependency matrix, a
class diagram, use case diagram, and a narrative use case specification.

2 Overall description

2.1 Product perspective

2.1.1 System interfaces

The IMS depends on Online Calendars for querying free rooms as well as the
personal schedules of single employees. The IMS will use a relational database
as backend for data storage.

2.1.2 User interfaces

IMS will provide an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) as part of the
average user’s working desktop environment, which will be used for calling meet-
ings and notifications.

2.1.3 Hardware interfaces

None.

2.1.4 Software interfaces

Regular schedule information will continue to be serviced using the online cal-
endar (OLC).
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2.1.5 Communication interfaces

Several unconnected OLC systems may be accessible from IMS through a stan-
dard calendar interface protocol (SCIP) for the purposes of querying any per-
son’s or room’s schedule and making reservations.

2.1.6 Memory constraints

The IMS front-end should be light weight. It should provide comfort to the
end user but as it will be a permanently running software agent it should not
consume too much of an average corporate PC’s memory. The IMS back-end can
consume more memory than it’s frontend but should not limit the throughput
of other office backend software.

2.1.7 Operations

Most operations of the IMS are user-initiated.
In case the IMS can not provide notifications or query the OLC it will retry

to fulfill these task unattended.
Changes in the user population or configuration of rooms are made by ad-

ministrators. (In most user organizations these will be HR or Facilities staff.)
The administrator is also responsible for entering customization information

into IMS, such as the standard working day for the user organization.

2.1.8 Site adaptation requirements

The IMS does not require any per site customization. Of course the master data
for users, rooms and equipment has to be entered.

2.2 Product functions

The IMS is responsible for managing meetings. It will settle the meeting time
according to the personal schedules of the attendees. The attendees will receive
a notification when they are invited to a meeting and further if there are any
changes to the meeting’s setting, like location or time. The IMS will take care
of the reservation of the proposed room. Further attendees can request a re-
scheduling of a meeting.

2.3 User characteristics

The target group of IMS users will be typical corporate employees with average
skills and training. The user interface design must take care of this situation.

2.4 Constraints

The designer should choose a software platform which is easily available on most
hardware platforms. Java would be preferable.

2.5 Assumptions and dependencies

This SRS depends on the ”RA Übung 2” specification.
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R 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 R3 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6

3.1 x x x x x 4.1 x x x x x x

3.2 o x x x x 4.2 x x x x x

3.3 o x x x 4.3 x x x x

3.4 x x 4.4 x x x

3.5 x 4.5 o x x

4.6 o x

R3 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 R3 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7

1.1 x x x x x x x 5.1 x x x x x x x

1.2 o x x x x x x 5.2 x x x x x x

1.3 o o x x x x x 5.3 x x x x x

1.4 o x x x x 5.4 x x x x

1.5 o x x x 5.5 o x x x

1.6 o o x x 5.6 o x x

1.7 o x 5.7 o x

R3 2.1 2.2 2.3 R3 3.1 3.2 o.. overlapping

2.1 x x x 3.1 x x

2.2 x x 3.2 o x

2.3 o x

Figure 1: Dependency Matrix

2.6 Apportioning of requirements

Support for virtual meetings (involving videoconferencing and teleconferencing
technology, multiple time zones, and resources that go beyond traditional A/V
equipment).

Support for types of attendees at meetings, so that some attendees are more
important than others for that meeting and their schedules therefore take pri-
ority.

Support for scheduling meetings involving people who do not have an acces-
sible OLC (e.g. client meetings). Information about such ?external? invitees?
schedules will be provided by the Initiator, although not necessarily immediately
at the time of calling the meeting.

3 Specific requirements

3 Requirements Hierarchy

3.1 Scheduling a meeting
3.1.1 A person calling a meeting (henceforth called the Initiator) will enter in-
formation into IMS about the desired meeting, such as but not limited to its
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proposed purpose, earliest and latest times at which it can usefully be held,
the names of desired attendees, and an anticipated duration. IMS shall provide
defaults for missing elements.
3.1.2 When the Initiator instructs IMS to schedule the meeting for which this
information has been entered, IMS shall obtain from those OLCs that contain
schedule data for the desired attendees those attendees’ free times during the
interval between the earliest and latest times stipulated by the Initiator. IMS
shall choose the earliest feasible time for the meeting that meets the constraints
specified by the Initiator and the free times returned by the OLCs.
3.1.3 When IMS chooses a time for a meeting, it shall send queries to the OLCs
for all the rooms in which the meeting could be held to ascertain which rooms
are vacant during the selected time.
3.1.3.1 If no rooms are vacant during the selected time, IMS shall choose the
next feasible time.
3.1.3.2 IMS shall choose which room should be the venue for the meeting from
the set of rooms free at the selected time by a room-choice algorithm that shall
take account of the size of the room given the number of invitees to the meeting,
and the convenience of the room for the invitees.
3.1.4 If no feasible time exists for the meeting that meets the Initiators con-
straints and the OLC schedule data for the attendees, or no room is free during
any of the feasible times, IMS shall present the Initiator with a selection of
choices including the following:
(a) Schedule the meeting based on a subset of the originally named attendees.
(b) Put the latest time for the meeting back further into the future.
(c) Abandon the scheduling of this meeting.
3.1.5 If either 3.1.4 (a) or (b) is chosen, IMS shall obtain from the OLCs in
question further schedule data and choose the best feasible time as described
above. If no feasible time is found again, IMS shall present the Initiator with
the same choices again.
3.1.6 If there is at least one feasible time and IMS chooses a time for the meet-
ing, IMS shall display appropriate notification messages to the Initiator and all
the invited attendees.
3.1.6.1 The wording of the message shall depend on whether the recipient is
(a) the Initiator (who knows about the meeting and is being informed that it
has been scheduled)
(b) an invited participant (who is learning about the meeting for the first time
and who is being strongly invited to attend)
(c) an invited participant who was not in the subset of people whose schedules
were checked when the Initiator chose option (a) above (such invitees being
weakly invited, as they are known to be busy at the chosen time).
3.1.7 In addition to notifying the Initiator and invited attendees, IMS shall send
update messages to the OLCs of the invited attendees and the room chosen as
the venue, these updates representing the reservation of the chosen time period
for the meeting.
3.2 Canceling a meeting
3.2.1 Only the Initiator of a meeting may normally cancel it (but see 3).
3.2.2 When the Initiator instructs IMS to cancel a meeting that has not yet
been scheduled, IMS shall abort any scheduling actions that it has started (e.g.
querying OLCs), shall delete all references to the meeting, and shall display a
confirmation message to the Initiator.
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3.2.3 If the meeting to be canceled has already been scheduled, IMS shall behave
as specified above and shall additionally do the following:
3.2.3.1 Display notification messages to the invited attendees informing them of
the cancellation.
3.2.3.2 Send update messages to the OLCs for the attendees and the room cho-
sen as the venue, these update message representing the freeing of the time
previously reserved for the meeting.
3.3 Rescheduling a meeting
3.3.1 An attendee may request that a scheduled meeting be rescheduled at an-
other time. The attendee will enter the reschedule request into IMS. IMS shall
then display a notification message to the Initiator containing the attendee’s
request.
3.3.2 When an Initiator has received a notification message as specified above,
IMS shall provide options for the Initiator to continue the meeting as planned
with or without the attendee, to reschedule, or to cancel the meeting.
3.3.2.1 If the Initiator decides to continue the meeting as planned and the at-
tendee is dropped from the invitation list, IMS shall record the changed atten-
dance at the meeting and send an update message to the OLC for the attendee
to free the time.
3.3.2.2 If the Initiator decides to continue the meeting as planned with the at-
tendee still attending, IMS shall take no action. (The Initiator and the attendee
are assumed to work out the schedule conflict in person.)
3.3.2.3 If the Initiator decides to reschedule the meeting, IMS shall schedule the
meeting as described previously, but taking account that the earliest time as
originally stipulated by the Initiator may now have passed, in which case the
earliest time should now default to the present time plus a default period to
allow for notification and preparation.
3.3.2.3.1 Notification messages sent to attendees regarding the rescheduling of a
meeting shall be worded in such a way to refer clearly to the changed schedule.
3.3.2.4 For cancellation, see 3.2.
3.4 Adding or removing a person
3.4.1 Only an administrator may add or remove a person from a system (e.g. in
the case when an employee leaves the company or is transferred to a site that
is not an IMS user organization).
3.4.2 When an administrator adds a person to the system, IMS shall record
the information about that person (including name, access information, regular
work hours, work location etc.) for future use in scheduling decisions.
3.4.3 Removal of a person from the system takes place at a time either specified
by the administrator (the effective time of the removal) or, by default, immedi-
ately.
3.4.4 When an administrator removes a person from the system, IMS shall, at
or after the effective time, remove records about that person and the person’s
attendance at previous meetings.
3.4.5 IMS shall cancel any previously scheduled meeting that was called by the
person being removed if the meeting has been scheduled to take place after the
time of the person’s removal.
3.4.5.1 Any such cancellation of a meeting in the case of the Initiator being
removed from the system shall follow the description in 3.2 with the exception
that IMS shall generate appropriate notification messages to explain the can-
cellation.
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3.4.6 IMS shall notify the Initiator of any meeting that a person who is being
removed from the system was to attend if that meeting had been scheduled to
take place after the effective time of the removal. IMS shall provide the Initiator
with the options to cancel the meeting or to continue with it as planned. If the
Initiator elects to continue the meeting as planned, IMS shall take no further
action. If the Initiator elects to cancel the meeting, IMS shall cancel the meeting
as in 3.2.
3.5 Adding or removing a room
3.5.1 Only administrators may add or remove rooms (e.g. in the case of building
work).
3.5.2 When an administrator adds a room to the system, IMS shall record the
information about that room (including name, location etc.) for future use in
scheduling decisions.
3.5.3 Removal of a room from the system takes place at a time either specified
by the administrator or, by default, immediately.
3.5.4 Removal of a room may be temporary with a specified end time (e.g. re-
moval for the purpose of decoration) or, by default, permanent.
3.5.5 When an administrator removes a room permanently from the system,
IMS shall, at or after the effective time, remove records about that room.
3.5.6 When a room is removed temporarily, IMS shall retain information about
the room but shall not consider it as a venue for a meeting (i.e. IMS shall not
query the room’s OLC) until the room is available again.
3.5.7 If a meeting had been previously been scheduled to take place at a time
after the permanent removal of the room or during the temporary removal of
the room, IMS shall attempt to re-locate the room by sending queries to the
OLCs of all the other convenient rooms to ascertain which if any are vacant
during the scheduled time.
3.5.7.1 If other rooms are vacant during the scheduled time, IMS shall choose a
new room (see 3.5.1) and shall notify the Initiator and attendees of the changed
venue. IMS shall also send update messages to the OLCs of the old and new
venues to free and reserve the time, respectively.
3.5.7.2 If there is no other room vacant during the scheduled time for the meet-
ing, IMS shall notify the Initiator of the need to reschedule the meeting and
shall provide the Initiator with the options to cancel the meeting or to resched-
ule it.
3.5.7.2.1 If the Initiator elects to cancel the meeting, IMS shall cancel the meet-
ing as in 3.2.
3.5.7.2.2 If the Initiator elects to reschedule the meeting, IMS shall reschedule
the meeting as in 3.1 with the following differences:
(a) Notification messages shall be worded in such a way to refer clearly to the
changed schedule and location.
(b) The earliest time for the meeting previously stipulated by the Initiator may
now have passed, in which case the earliest time should now default to the
present time plus a default period to allow for notification and preparation.
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User

name : String
real_name : String
room_number : Number
telephone : Number
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permissions : Number
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protocol : String
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is attended by
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n

1

n

is the initiator of

1 n1 n

will be held in

Figure 2: Class Diagram

3.1 External interface requirements

3.1.1 User interfaces

IMS shall provide a user interface comparable to the UI of the OLC so that users
do not have to learn a new style of interaction. Users will be able to understand
the layout and options of the IMS UI. Notification messages generated by IMS
shall be clear, succinct, and polite and free of jargon and TLAs.

3.1.2 Hardware interfaces

No requirements.

3.1.3 Software interfaces

No requirements.

3.1.4 Communication interfaces

The OLC must use the standard calendar interface protocol (SCIP).

3.2 Class/Objects

The class diagram is presented in Figure 2.

3.2.1 User

Attributes
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name: the user name in the IMS system.

realname: the user’s real name.

room number: the room this user is located in.

telephone: the user’s telephone number

3.2.2 Employee

Attributes

sworkday: the regular work day schedule of the employee

olc username: the user name the employee has in the OLC system.

3.2.3 Administrator

Attributes

permissions: the administrator’s rights.

3.2.4 AttendeeList

Attributes

acknowledged: the attendee will be at the meeting.

3.2.5 Meeting

Attributes

earliest time: earliest point of time the meeting is possible.

latest time: latest point of time the meeting is possible.

scheduled time: point of time the meeting is currently scheduled for.

duration: expected meeting duration

3.2.6 Room

Attributes

number: room number

capacity: the capacity of the room measured in terms of people.

3.2.7 Equipment

Attributes

inventory number: Inventory Number

type: Equipment Type
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3.2.8 OnlineCalendar

Attributes

server: Remote server of the Online Calendar

protocol: Protocol to use for communication with this Online Calendar

3.2.9 ReschedulingRequest

Attributes

requested time: the requested time for the meeting the attendee would rec-
ommend

3.2.10 Notification

Attributes

text: The text of the notification message.

read: A boolean flag if the message has been read.

3.3 Performance requirements

If a feasible time and venue exists for a meeting, IMS shall choose a time and
venue and display a notification to the Initiator in less than half the time it would
take for the Initiator to call one attendee. IMS shall show no visible deterioration
in response time as the number of persons and rooms in the system increases.
IMS shall require a reasonably small amount of memory so that enough of it
is permanently resident to provide an Initiator and notification interface. IMS
shall load as quickly as comparable productivity tools on whatever environment
it is running in.

3.4 Design requirements

IMS will be implemented on a platform that allows easy re-hosting on different
hardware and OS.

IMS will be implemented using modern programming practices that maxi-
mize the maintainability and reusability of designs and code.

IMS will be implemented in such a way that alternative SCIPs to the OLCs
could be added easily without affecting the logic of the design.

3.5 Software system requirements

IMS shall be available for use as much as comparable productivity tools.

3.6 Other Requirements

A Use Case Diagram is presented in Figure 3.
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call for a meeting

cancle meeting

reschedule meeting

add user

delete user

edit user

add attendee
remove attendee

manage meeting

<<extend>>

<<extend>>

<<extend>>

Initiator

<<extend>> <<extend>>

add room

edit room

delete room

manage users

<<extend>>

<<extend>>

<<extend>>

manage rooms

<<extend>>

<<extend>>
<<extend>>

Administrator

request rescheduling

<<uses>>

notify attendee

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

Attendee

 

Figure 3: Use Case Diagram
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3.7 Use Case ”re-schedule a meeting”

3.7.1 Brief Description

An Attendee has requested to reschedule a meeting. This Use Case is about the
decision of the initiator to, re-schedule the meeting according to the requested
time of the attendee, remove the attendee from the invitation list, or dismiss it.

This options will be presented in a GUI element for the initiator to decide.

3.7.2 Actors

Initiator

3.7.3 Preconditions

There is a rescheduling request pending. The Initiator has been authenticated
by the system.

3.7.4 Main Flow

When the initiator logs into the system, he will be notified that there is a
rescheduling request pending. The source of the request and the requested new
time frame will be displayed to the initiator in a new GUI window. It’s now up
to him to decide if he will,

1. re-schedule the meeting according to the requested time of the attendee

2. remove the attendee from the invitation list, or

3. dismiss it.

In case the initiator chooses to ”re-schedule the meeting” the meeting’s time
will be reset to the new time frame and further every attendee is notified.

In case the initiator chooses to remove the ”attendee” the attendee is re-
moved from the meeting’s list and he is notified about that change.

In case the initiator chooses to dismiss it the requesting attendee will be
notified that his request has been dismissed.

In every case the requested is removed from the pending queue.

3.7.5 Alternative Flows

If the initiator chooses to decide later the rescheduling request stays in the
pending queue.

3.7.6 Postconditions

The selected rescheduling requested is removed from the pending queue. In case
the request hasn’t been dismissed, the meeting has either been re-scheduled or
the attendee requesting the re-schedule has been removed from the participant
list.
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